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Research-based, innovative learning opportunities for children affected by conflict.
A SOLUTION: CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN
CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN IS...

- Research informed and evidence generating
- Proven to be effective in pilot and trials
- Designed to scale from day 1
CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN GOAL:
170,000 CHILDREN BY 2020
Why set unrealistic goals? Because you can’t achieve amazing results by setting modest targets. We want amazing results. We want to tackle the impossible.

Achieving 65% of the impossible is better than 100% of the ordinary – Setting impossible goals and achieving part of them sets you on a completely different path than the safe route.

100,000 children enjoying access to quality education

1,000,000 children enjoying access to quality education

170,000 children enjoying access to quality education

CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN
## CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN
### SCALE-UP / SCALE-OUT TIMELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases I-II</th>
<th>Phase III</th>
<th>Phase IVA</th>
<th>Phase IV</th>
<th>Phase V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Proof of concept, Mathematics, Sudan</td>
<td>• Reading Proof of Concept, Sudan</td>
<td>• Entry and research studies, Middle East, namely Jordan and Lebanon</td>
<td>• Scale-up in Sudan, Middle East</td>
<td>• Handover/exit processes in Sudan and Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mathematics Research Study, Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN
- WAR child
THE CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN APPROACH
Can’t Wait to Learn employs quantitative and qualitative research methods with partners to analyse each phase of development and implementation since the programme’s inception in 2012.
EDUCATIVE GAME

• Designed by technical experts

• In alignment and collaboration with Ministry of Education curriculum

• Self-paced learning

• Takes into account the learning motivation of users

• Back-end management portal to track children's progress individually
DELIVERY MODEL

- Adapted to the needs of the context
- Done in collaboration with local partners
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Impact
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Adoption
Revenue Stream
CAN'T WAIT TO LEARN Sustainability
CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN:

- Leverages technology appropriately to address the immediate need for quality education
- Is research-informed and evidence generating
- Uses a partnership approach
- Addresses contextual challenges
- Is currently scaling
CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN GOAL: 170,000 CHILDREN BY 2020
QUESTIONS?

CAN'T WAIT TO LEARN
THANK YOU!
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